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Ehrenfeucht and Mostowski [4] introduced the notion of indiscernibility. 
Given a structure % and a linear ordering (X, < ) then (X, < ) is indis- 
cernible in 9.l if X & A and every two increasing sequences in X of the 
same length satisfy the same formulas in $!L They proved: 
1. If T is a theory with an infinite model and if (X, <) is a linear 
ordering, then there exists a model B of T such that (X, <) is indiscernible 
in 9f. 
2. The structure % can be chosen such that IAl = max (IX], I&r]) and 
such that every automorphism of (X, <) can be extended to an auto- 
morphism of 5%. 
Shelah [S] generalized the notion of indiscernibility as follows: given 
two structures 8 and 23 (not necessarily for the same language), then 
‘8 is indiscernible in 8 if there is a set of sequences (6& E A} in B such 
that 
i) all sequences have the same length 
ii) if a#a’, then &#6,* 
iii) if (al, . . . , ak) and (q, . . . , ck) are two sequences in ‘!& Satisfying the 
same quantifier-free formulas in %, then the sequences 6;;;6,^.. &, 
and 6A6- 3 c1 9 . . . ok satisfy the same formulas in 8. 
If the length of the sequences 6,, a E A, is n, then we say that 9l is 
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indiscernible in ‘B by n-tuples. If n= 1, then we identify the elements b, 
with the elements a. 
A structure 9X is indiscernible in T by n-tuples if T has a model B 
such that ‘$X is indiscernible in ‘$3 by n-tuples. 
If 58 does not have relations, functions and individual constants and 
% is indiscernible in T by 1-tuples, then we say that A is a set of indis- 
cernibles for T. 
The following question arises: given an infinite structure 58 and a 
theory T aith an infinite model, such that !!X is indiscernible in T by 
l-tuples, does there exist a model ‘B of T such that 
i) % is indiscernible in % by I-tuples 
ii) PI= max (14, Ihl) 
iii) every automorphism of %!l can be extended to an automorphism of 8. 
In the case that 9X is a linear ordering one can prove this by adjoining 
Skolem-functions to T. Then ‘8 is still indiscernible in the extended theory. 
If 9X is not a linear ordering, this cannot be done in general 1. 
The question can be answered positively, if condition iii) is weakened 
to: “given a fixed set E of automorphisms of B such that [El < [‘%I, then 
93 can be found such that every element of E can be extended to an 
automorphism of W’. 
The proof is an easy application of elementary chains and the com- 
pactness theorem. This proof also works to answer the question positively, 
if we assume that Th (8) is l.41-stable. 
In this note we show the following: 
1. There is a theory T in a language with only two relational symbols 
such that 
i) T has an in&-rite model and there is an infinite set of indiscernibles 
for T 
ii) for all in&rite x and all sets Y of cardinality x: whenever B is a 
model of T of cardinality x and Y is indiscernible s in %, then there 
are 2” permutations of Y that cannot be extended to an automorphism 
of 8. 
2. This theory has the following property: for all in&rite x there is a 
structure 2L of cardinality x (in a language with only one relational 
symbol), such that ‘58% has 2” automorphisms, ‘% is indiscernible in T 
and whenever % is a model T of cardinality x and 8% is indiscernible 
in 8, then there are only x many automorphisms of ‘8% that can be 
extended to an automorphism of 8. 
3. Given two theories TI and Tz (not necessarily for the same language) 
such that every model of TI is indiscernible in Tz, then for all x> max 
1 private communktion with J. Wierzejewski. 
2 In the rest of this note “indisoernible” means “indiscernible by I-tuples”. 
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(ILql, I.&I) th ere are a model $!l of 2’1 and a model !B of Tz such that 
IAI=IBI=x, 9l is indiscernible in ‘B and the set of automorphisms of ‘8 
that can be extended to an automorphism of ‘B has cardinality 2”. 
In the following we will refer to these statements as Claim 1, Claim 2 
and Claim 3, respectively. 
9 1. PRELIMINARIES 
Generally we adopt notations and conventions from Chang and Keisler 
[2]. Specially we mention the following: if a language .L contains a unary 
relation symbol U and #(vo, . . ., ~~-1) is a formula of L, then +(u) is the 
formula obtained from + by restricting all quantifiers to U. 
If % is a structure for L and $(vo, . . . . ~~-1) is a formula of L, then 4” 
is the set of all n-tuples in % satisfying # in ‘8. 
N is the set of natural numbers including 0, Q is the set of rationals 
and if a, b are real numbers then (a, b) is the set of real numbers greater 
than a and smaller than b. 
If a is a real number, then [a] is the greatest integer k such that k~a. 
A mapping z : X +- X is a Jinite permutation if n is 1 - 1, onto and for 
all but finitely many x E X: ~(2) = z. 
To shorten notation we will use the A-notation to denote functions. 
The symbol I‘ is used to denote the restriction of relations and functions. 
We will use the following fact from model theory: 
PROPOSITION: If % is a structure and X L A is such that every finite 
permutation of X can be extended to an automorphism of 8, then X 
is a set of indiscernibles in 8. 
§ 2. PROOF OF CLAIM 1 
The required theory T will be the complete theory of the structure, 
described below. 
Let A be the set of finite permutations of N. 
Let {E&z E A} be a collection of subsets of Q such that: 
i) E, C Q n (0, 1) for all 7c E A 
ii) E, is dense in Q n (0, 1) for all z E A 
iii) En n En,=@ if az#z’ 
iv) &A En=& n (0, 1). 
Let Q*=Q n Urnc~ (m, m+l). 
For m,k~Nlet~={~+m]x~Q~(O,1) andforsome nrzA:zeE, 
and n(m) = k). 
Define Ek= (J,,,cN Z. 
Note the following facts: 
1) Ek is dense in Q* for all k EN 
2) Ek: n Ekp=O if kfk’ 
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3) ULIN Ek=&* 
4) z E Bk iff 2 E &* and n([z]) = k for the (unique) 3c E A such that 
x- [x] E En. 
Let N’ be a copy of N disjoint from N. Denote the elements of N’ 
by n’, n E N. Let L be a language having only one binary function-symbol 
g, one binary relation-symbol c and no individual constants. 
Define a structure ‘8 for L as follows: 
‘i!l=<&*UNuN’,ge[,(a) where gx(x,y)=z iff GEN’, YE&*, ZEN 
and y + n E E, for the unique n such that x= n’. 
x<xy iff either x E &*, y E &* and x<y, or x=n’ EN’, y=,’ EN’ and 
n cm, ( < is the natural ordering on &, N respectively). 
We do not bother to define g as a total function; we could do this 
by defining g (x, y) = 0' for all x, y such that (x $ N’ or y $ &*). 
Now define T=!l% (‘2X). 
Note the following facts: 
6) &* is deflnable by the formula: $o* where 
+Q* s 3y(x<y) A By(x<y +3z(x<x A z<y)) 
6) N’ is dellnable by the formula & where 
$b& = 1&* A 3y(x< y) 
7) N is definable by the formula r,& where 
&“l+Q*AY&’ 
8) for all y E &* the function Ax EN’ gx(x, y) is a one-to-one function 
of N’ into N. This function is onto iff y E & n (0, 1). Indeed let 
y E &*. If z E A is such that y- [y] E En, then 
9w, Y) =4Yl), cm’, Y) =MYl+ 11, 
and so on. 
9) & n (0, 1) is definable. This immediately follows from 6)-8). Let +(e,i) 
be the formula defining & n (0, 1). 
Next we show that T has an infinite set of indiscernibles. We prove 
this by showing that every finite permutation of N can be extended to 
an automorphism of 8. 
Let a:N+N beafinitepermutation,and leta:&n(O,l)+Qn(O,l) 
be one-to-one, onto and order preserving, such that for all n E A : c?(E,) = 
= Em (a is finite, so for all z E A: uz E A). The existence of ~7 can be 
proved by using the well-known back-and-forth technique. 
Now deflne 8: % + % as follows 
u(x) if x EN 
.9(x) = xifx~N 
3(x- [x]) + [x] if 2 E &* 
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First of all, remark that for all y E &* and n E N: s(y) E &*, 
8(Y++8b&+% dY -k?d)=dY)-bl and bl=b(~)l. 
We show that s is an automorphism. 
It is easy to see that 8 is one-to-one, onto and preserves <x. It remains 
to show if gx(z, y) =z, then gu(8(z), s(y)) =8(z) and if g (x, y) is undefined, 
then g (s(z), 8(y)) is undefined. 
If gx(x, y) is undefined, then z $ N’ or y +! &*. Because s(N’) =N’, 
s(N) =N and a(&*) = &*, we have 8(x) $ N’ or 8(y) # &*, hence gg[(s(x), 8(y)) 
is undefined. 
To prove that gx(8(x), 8(y)) =8(z) when gx(z, y) = 2, we need the following 
fact: if u E Ek then s(u) E E,(r). 
Indeed let u E Er. Let z E A be the unique R such that u- [u] E E,,. 
Then z([u]) = k. This implies S(U- [u]) E En*, so 8(u) - [UJ E Eon, hence 
8(U) - [8(U)] E Em. We know un([s(u)]) = an([u]) = a(k). So by fact 4) : 
8(u) E Em(k). Now let gx(n’, y) =m, then y+n E Em, so s(y+n) E Eocz,. Then 
s(y) +n E Eocs), hence gx(n’s(y)) = u(z). But n’= o(n’) and a(z) =8(z), hence 
&8(d), S(y)) =8(z). 8 o 8 is an automorphism of 8 and Xl is a set of indis- 
cernibles in $. This proves i) of Claim 1. 
To prove ii), let x be an infinite cardinal number, B k T, Y C B such 
that I.Z3[= 1 Yj = x and Y is a set of indiscernibles in 8. Let 
b= c&p u BN u Q, g”, (B), 
where BQ* = #* ; BN= 4: and BN, = &. Let B(o,I) = r#$,. Because < IB 
linearly orders BQ* and BNp we have: IY n Bg*I<l and IY n BNrI<i. 
Because BQ* and BN* are definable, we have Y n BQ+ = Y r\ BNt = II, 
hence Y _C BN. 
Let 
A= (flf: BNe + BN and for some y E Bto,l, : 
f =h E B,4gB@, y)l}. 
Fix f E A. For every permutation R of Y that can be extended to an 
automorphism A of 8 we have (ii r B,) of o (5 r B,*)-1 E A. 
For, let f =)Lx E BN, [sn(z, yo)] for some yo E B(o,I). Then ii E B~oJ), 
because Bto,l, is definable, and for all x E BN* : 
P(x, S(Yolo)) =!m(Wx)), ji(y0)) 
=iigB(3T-l(x), yo) 
Hence 
= (5 t’ B,) 0 f o (5-l r B,*)(x) 
= (5 r B,) 0 f 0 (ii r B&l(x). 
(5 I’ B,) 0 f 0 (5 I’ B&l =1x E BN. g@(x, ji(yo)) cz A. 
If IG and u are two permutations of Y that can be extended to auto- 
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morphisms ii and 13 of 93, then we have: 
(ii r B,) 0 j 0 (5 p BNf)-l= (a r B,) 0 j 0 (a r BNn)-1 iff 
(5 r B,) 0 j = (a r 23,) 0 j 0 ((5-1~) r BNn) iff 
z-Vi p BN# = pl 0 (5-1~ r B,) 0 j. 
Because (T(Y) = Y and 7c( Y) = Y we have : 6% r B&-i(Y)) = j-1( Y) 
and because 3-15 is an automorphism of %, we have 5% r j-i(Y) is an 
automorphism of (j-l(Y), <IB r j-i(Y)). If rc is a permutation of Y we 
define a permutation ar * of j-l(Y) by n;* = j%j. Every permutation of 
j-i(Y) is equal to z* for some permutation z of Y. Now, if PZ and (T are 
permutations of Y that can be extended to automorphisms A and 5 of 
SD and if 
(ii r B,) 0 j 0 (5 r .I$)-1= (a p BN) 0 j 0 (a p BNt)-1 
then there is an automorphism h of (j-i(Y), <@ I’ j-i(Y)) such that 
z*=o* o A. Indeed, let h= G--iii r j-l(Y), then 
22*=~10~0j=~10fipY0j 
=p 0 (a p Y) 0 j 0 ((8-G) r j-l(Y)) 
=j-10 CJ 0 j 0 (e-vi r j-l(Y)) 
=o* oh. 
Now we need the following proposition: 
PROPOSITION: Let (X, < ) be a linearly ordered set of cardinality x. 
Then there are 2” permutations of X such that for no pair n, (I of these 
permutations there exists an automorphism g of (X, < ) such that z o g = 0. 
PROOF. Let X be the disjoint union of x many two-element subsets of 
X:{X~:~<x}.ForJCxdefinen~asfollows:ifforno~~J:x~X~then 
no = x and if 5 E J : nJ interchanges the elements of Xc. These permu- 
tations satisfy the requirements. 
Now let (nclE< 2”)= J be a set of permutations of Y, such that 
{3r:][<2X) t fi sa is es the conclusion of the proposition where we take 
(j-i(Y), <n r j-l(Y)) for (X, <). Let J’ _C J be the set of elements of J 
that can be extended to an automorphism of 8. Then, if n#o in J 
we have 
(5 r B,) 0 j 0 (E r B,+lz (a r B,) 0 j 0 (a p B,p. 
Hence 
IJ’I = l{(fi r B,) 0 j 0 (ii r BNs)-+2 E J’>I 
and because {ji 1 BN o j o (5 r B&lln E J’> _C A we have IJ’I < IA]. We also 
have: IAl<lB(~,i)l<x and thus IJ’I<x. 
This implies IJ\J’I =2”, hence there are 2” permutations of Y that 
cannot be extended to an automorphism of 8. This proves part ii) of 
Claim 1, so we are done. 
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0 3. PROOF OF CLAIM 2 
Let x be an infinite cardinal. Define 8, as follows: RX= <x x (0, l}, (B=), 
where (E, i) < Bx(E’, i’) iff E< E’. T has an infinite set of indiscernibles, 
hence 8% is indiscernible in T by 1-tuples. 
Let ‘B /z T, IBI >x be such that X!lX is indiscernible in ‘$3. As before let 
‘it)== <Bp v BN v BN,, g@, (B). F or all E<x: (E, 0) and (5, 1) satisfy the 
same open type. 
BQ*, BN and BNt are definable in Ill, so either {([, 0), (6, I)} Z BQ* or 
{(t, 01, (E, I,> C Brq, or {(E, 01, (E, l)> _C Q. For all l ((5, 01, (f, 1)) and 
((E, I), (E, 0)) satisfy th e same quantifier free formulas in ‘&, hence: 
((t, ‘4, (t, 1,) C BN. So A C BN. 
If z is an automorphism of %, then for all [: either n((E, 0))= (E, 0) 
and ~((5, 1)) = (E, 1) or n((l, 0)) = (t, 1) and ~((6, 1)) = (t, 0). Any mapping 
n: A, + A, with this property is an automorphism of E. So 8, has 2” 
automorphisms. 
Now, let A be defined as before and fix f E A. 
Let z and 0 be different automorphisms of ‘8% that can be extended 
to automorphisms ji and 5 of ‘$3. As before 
(ii r BN) o f o (5 r BNf)-1 E A and (5 r B,) o f o (5 I‘ B,<)-1 E A. 
Suppose (ji r B,) of o (ii r B,s)-I= (a I‘ B,) of o (a r BN8)-1. Let E<x be 
such that z interchanges (E, 0) and ([, 1) and u leaves these elements 
fixed (or conversely). Let uo E BNt and UI E BN* be such that f(uo) = (t, 0) 
and f(ul) = (5, 1). As before E---l5 r BN# = f-l o (5% p B,) o f. 
From this it follows: 
ii-% r BNt(~) =f-l(c--iii p B,) o f(uo) 
= jl(+(t, 1)) 
=f-I([, l)=u1. 
In the same way: 5-5 r B,~(uI) = ua, so 6-G r BNp interchanges us and ~1. 
This is impossible, because 3-G r BNc is an automorphism of (B,p, -cb r B,a). 
So we can conclude 
(ji rB,l of o(E pBNt)-l#(a rB,) of o(a pBNs)-l. 
From this it follows that the set of automorphisms of ‘8, that can be 
extended to an automorphism of !B has cardinality at most the cardinality 
of A, which is the cardinality of B(o.1). This proves Claim 2. 
9 4. PROOF OF CLAIM 3 
We will need the following theorem: 
THEOREXT: Let T be a theory, d a collection of (not necessarily com- 
plete) types and +( x a formula such that for all cardinal numbers x ) 
there is a model 8 of T such that 
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ii) $!I omits all members of d 
iii) IAl = 14x1. 
Then for all cardinal numbers x and all linear orderings (X, < ) of 
cardinality x there is a model ‘$I of T such that 
i) IAl>% 
ii) ‘8 omits all members of d 
iii) (X, <) is indiscernible in %?I by l-tuples 
iv) XC 4%. 
The proof is a slight modification of Chang’s theorem [1] saying that 
the Morley number n, for first order languages with x many symbols is 
at most +)+. For the definition of n, and a proof of this theorem see 
Dickmann [3]. After proving Claim 3, we will indicate how Dickmann’s 
proof can be modified to prove the Theorem. We first prove Claim 3. 
Let T1 and Tz be theories in the languages Lr and Ls, respectively, 
such that every model of TI is indiscernible in Tg. Without loss of 
generality we may assume that ~51 and .Ls have no mathematical symbols 
in common. 
Let L* = Lr u Lz U {f, AI, AZ), where f is a unary function-symbol and 
Al, As are unary relation-symbols and f, AI, As do not occur in LI u Lz. 
Define a theory T* in L* as follows: 
For all n Em, n#O and all y(zr, . . . . 2,) E LZ let I’, be the following type: 
Pv={-l WA2'(f(~l:1), *a*, fbd) *v2)MYl)9 ***, k/n)))} u 
u {Ah), --*, 4GJ, &(?A), *a-, &(!./n)} u 
U {$(Al)(zl, . . . . zn) * t$cAl)(yr, . . . . y,)@ E 1;1, 4 quantifier free>. 
Add to L* all possible Skolem functions and let T =T$. Because all 
models of Tl are indiscernible in T2: for all infinite cardinal numbers 
x: T has a model & of cardinality at least x such that &k omits all 
types Pv and ICI = I@/. (Of course we assume that TI and T2 have finite 
models.) 
Now let x> max (ILlI, ILzl) and let (X, <) be a linear ordering with 
2% automorphisms and of cardinality x. By the theorem T has a model 
& such that 
i) ICI>x 
ii) & omits all types P, 
iii) (X, <) is indiscernible in & 
iv) X GAP. 
We may assume C is the Skolem-hull of X. 
Now make two structures 81 and %Z for L1 and LZ respectively as 
follows : 
At=@, if R(xl, . . . . z,J E Lt then Rq= Rgak n (A:)“, 
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if g(9, **a, x,) E L;, then 
gDf(a1, * * *, a,) =un+l iff gB(ai, . . . . a,) =a%+1 and CR=@ if c E Lf. 
(Note, that indeed ce E At if c E ~5). Then ‘$ /= Tg and ‘ZI is indiscernible 
in ‘8s (in fact an isomorphic copy of ‘%I is indiscernible in ‘82, namely 
the image of ‘81 under fz*k). Every automorphism Ed of (X, <) can be 
extended to an automorphism G of &. Moreover G r A: and i PA: are 
automorphisms of ‘81 and ‘252 respectively. 
Via the function fz we see that & r At is an extension of s f A!. Indeed, 
for a E A1 : z P A~(fQ(a)) =f”(i r A:(u)), because G is an automorphism 
of &. 
So finally we can conclude that all elements of the set {g r A$ auto- 
morphism of (X, c)> can be extended to an automorphism of ‘2l.z. This 
proves Claim 3. 
It remains to prove the theorem mentioned in the beginning of this 
section. 
First of all, we may assume that for all ‘8 /= T : /#‘I = [Al. 
If not, extend the language of T with a unary function symbol f and 
add to T axioms saying that f is a one-to-one function of the universe 
onto the set of elements satisfying 4. The extended theory satisfies all 
assumptions of the theorem. 
Secondly, we may assume that all elements of A are l-types. If not, 
add to the language function symbols fn, n E w, n # 0 of n open places 
and add to T the axioms 
7x1 . . . ~Ga3~ol$&a, * . . , %a) =x01, 
VXO3!Xl . . . 3’x?&(fn(x1, . . . , 2,) = Q). 
For every r, E A let 
if all formulas of p have n free variables. Then every model 2l of T plus 
the axioms for f,, realizes up’ iff it realizes p. Instead of A consider b’[p E A). 
Finally remark that adding Skolem functions to the language and ex- 
tending T to T8k does not affect the assumptions of the theorem. So it 
is sufficient to prove the following theorem: 
THEOREM : Let T be a theory with build-in Skolem functions, let $(z) 
be a formula and A a collection of l-types such that for all %?l k T: 
IAl =I+“j and f or all x T has a model of cardinality at least x omitting 
all members of A. Then for all x > /LT[ and all linear orderings (X, < ) 
of cardinality x T has a model % of cardinality at least x such that ‘8 
omits all members of A, (X, < ) is indiscernible in ‘2l and X Z 4”. 
PROOF : The proof is a slight modification of the proof of theorem 43.1 
in Dickmann [3]. The modification which should be made is the following: 
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whenever it is required that some linear ordering (X, < ) and model Q 
of T are such that X Z C, we have to require X _C 4”. This can be done 
without damaging the proof. 
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